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SHARP

Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: Sunon Central Business Building, No.200 Shimin Street, 
Qianjiang CBD, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, China

Russia Branch & Experience Center
Add: Sky Masnion, No.118 Varshavskoe Road, Moscow

European R&D Center
Add: Brunnenstrasse 156, 10115 Berlin, Germany

USA Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: 525 Technology Drive Suite 150 Irvine CA.92618, USA

India Branch & Experience Center
Add: Floor I & II, 643, Rd Number 36, Aditya Enclave, Venkatagiri, 
Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad, Telangana 500033, India
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SHARP
As SHARP, As Smart

SHARP series: The min thinness is only 8mm, seeking thinnest 
potential and showing off your personality, lightness and style; 
a collocation of diverse materials and a variety of flexible 
combinations ensure the powerful functions, as SHARP as smart.
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Solid Wood Paint Series

P01-P19
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An office table and office room carry the highly recognition and compliment SHARP 
gives to the administrative elite.
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Delicate details, Golden section design

Esthetics of SHARP

SHARP considers designing, to a great extent, as seeking 
perfect proportion. Its unique furcated table legs are a 
successful and artful combination of various materials. Through 
accurate proportion aesthetics, unique design elements and 
diverse materials, one can experience a noble office life with 
temperament.
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Light, Stylish and Personal

Not only ipone4 or ipad2 can reach extreme thinness. In SHARP, 
the featheredge design of 8mm contains the experience of fashion 
aesthetics and represents the office attitude of extreme simplicity. 
The unique and light duck-mouth design represents the modern 
office attitude of showing off one's personality.

Closing state of line box Intelligent control, Opening state of line 
box

Using state of line box

Cabinet body uses cummerbund instead of 
conventional handles, concise and generous.

Enhanced accepting function of cabinet body.

Keys and buckles inside cabinet body Wiring inside the cabinet body is concealed and 
beautiful.
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New Business Space

SHARP offers smaller and capable business tables too. In a 
limited space, smaller side cabinets create a practical business 
encironment for us, and offer modern office experiences more 
suitable for high pace.
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Open the wiring at both sides of the line box of conference table Opening state of conference table line box

Conference Room Which Shows Off One's Personality

Any conference can be a promotion and leap for us. We are thirsty 
for a concise, lively and convenient conference system to complete 
effective brainstorms and team operations again and again.
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A Perfect Combination of veneer and leather SHARP reception sofas maintain its simple and agile style, and create a 
fashionable and honorable reception space with the perfect combination of 
zebra veneer and black leather.
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A Perfect Combination of accepting 
and display 

The three-door and two-door file cabinets 
with four heights available, namely 800mm, 
1250mm, 1550mm, 1750mm, satisfy all the 
requirements of file store in office life. The 
closed cabinet design and the cabinet doors 
without handles make office environment 
more orderly.

Two-Door file Cabinets with different heights
Three-Door file Cabinets with different heights
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Anti-Fire Faceplate Series

P20-P26
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Wiring methods of common line boxes Shell-open methods of common line boxes

Lightsome modeling, extremely brief baffles and fashionable style 
offer senior white-collar elite in the pioneering industry the space 
to work and enjoy at the same time.
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Office tables and file cabinets of SHARP anti-fire plate 
series all have more open shapes and give office room 
more vigor and energy.
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Make Negotiations More Harmonious

Both SHARP negotiation tables and conference tables follow SHARP'S lightness and 
fashion. Table legs have been self-developes by SUNON research and development 
department. The casting method of aluminum alloy integrated molding is unique 
and showing off your personality. Therefore, let SHARP bring you extraordinary 
negotiation experiences.
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W1950*D1850*H750(mm)
W2150*D1850*H750(mm)
W2350*D1850*H750(mm)

EP81/EP82
W2150*D900*H750(mm)
W2350*D900*H750(mm)

EP83

W3000*D1200*H750(mm)
EP71

W2400*D1200*H750(mm)
EP72

W2400*D1200*H750(mm)
EP75

W900*D900*H750(mm)
EP73

W900*D900*H750(mm)
EP76

W1224*D425*H802(mm)
W1224*D425*H1232(mm)
W1224*D425*H1552(mm)
W1224*D425*H1752(mm)

EP91

W1825*D425*H802(mm)
W1825*D425*H1232(mm)
W1825*D425*H1552(mm)
W1825*D425*H1752(mm)

EP92

W1200*D600*H430(mm)

EP11

W600*D600*H430(mm)

EP12

Anti-fire faceplate Series

W1950*D1850*H750(mm)
W2150*D1850*H750(mm)

DP81-2

W1600*D1700*H750(mm)
W1800*D1700*H750(mm)

DP83-2

W1600*D800*H750(mm)
W1800*D800*H750(mm)

DP85-2

W2400*D1200*H750(mm)

DP70-2

W2400*D1200*H750(mm)

DP71-2

W3000*D1200*H750(mm)

DP72-2

W900*D900*H750(mm)

DP73-2

Material

Solid wood paint series
Main push color Optional color

Optional color

W-19B W-11B

Anti-fire faceplate Series

Main push color 

S-37 S-29 S-29 S-29S-43

Solid wood paint series

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.


